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"Coming events cast their
shadows before ..."

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWJSTQX, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH Q. IQ*

Underclass Nominations, March 17,Date \Frosh who Read
1
Flease Tak H d Two
OfGymExhibit
* "
Senior Elections, Friday
l^erclassmen Select Seniors Will Decide
Nominees For Club
Class Day Exercise
^ Class Offices
Speakers
, present officers of the three
u^gs were renominated
: t-iiunni'uieu in
s chapel election to appear
jjjdjdates for the positions of
Ljent, vke-president, secretary,
L| treasurer for the classes of '39,
u(j -41, it was revealed in an an—tement today by Courtney Bur"3S, chairman of the nominations
(ojuniitee.
&«■

[naddition to the offices mentioned
-legates were chosen to approve stujpt council candidates, and alumni
acretarj' nominees were also produced in a special vote by the junior
cUss.
\ vote to eliminate all but two candidates in eacn office will be conducted Friday morning in chapel. The
■niwi will then be placed on the
All-Campus Ballot, from which the
[Bare officers will be elected on
jlarch 21, Election Day.
In the junior class, Fred Clough
nd Donald Bridges, 3-year veterans
in the respective positions of president and treasurer, were once more
urinated for those offices. Luella
Muter, former secretary, is running
for the vice-presidency.
Ijm Bussey, Patricia Atwater,
Caicijn Hayden, and Hamilton Dormaiareall repeaters for the class of
10 offices, while Arthur Belliveau,
Elizabeth Swan, Elizabeth Brann, and
Harold Beattie are up again for the
(resken.
lie total ballot produced by the
Honda;election stands:
1939

hcHak
Kie4 u/agh
Herbert Reiner
Austin firiggs
Vice-President:
Luella Manter
Eleanor Smart
Helen Martikainen
SecretarJ;
Frances Carroll
Dorothy Weeks
toth Stoehr
tea Brown
Twsurer:
Donald Bridges
Joseph Canavan
Ctester Parker
Alumni Secretary:
tab Manter
Dorothy Weeks
Ru
th Brown
1M0
P "Nent;
Iflm Bussey
^ Coffin
Do
»ald MaggS
[<x«mun«a on r*B» Foorl

The annual Women's Gym Demonstration wa, be given March 17 in
Candidates for the Senior Class the \v omen's Locker Building, with
Day Exercises on Saturday, June 11,
exnibitions by tne gym classes and
were announced this morning by me uance Club.
Charles Alexander '38, president of
1 he program will feature freshman
the Class Day committee.
1'oiK dancing, sophomore tap dancing,
The senior class will vote for its
and modern dancing by a sophomore
final choice in each position at the
ajiu junior group,
lollowed by
Friday elections in chapel.
an exhibition by the new WAA golf
The list, drawn up by the entire
class. The juniors will do some
committee, composed of Martha Packtumbling and pyramids and the corard, Helen Dickinson, Marion Welsch,
rective classes will do some exercises.
Ralph Goodwin, and Alexander, inIhe Dance Club will finish this part
cludes:
01 the program.
Toastmaster:
William
Earles,
After the Demonstration awards
Charles Cooke.
will be given out. Not more than three
Invocation:
Charles
Wakefield,
seniors can receive the silver loving
Webb Wright.
cup, which is given on the basis of
Class Poem: Anita Gauvreau, Alice
scholarship, posture rank of B,
Neily.
sportsmanship, athletic ability, leadClass History: William Cooney,
ership and general attitude.
Charles Smyth.
Address to Halls and Campus:
No Frosh Awards
Mary McKinney, Priscilla Jones.
. Not more than three juniors and
Last Will and Testament: Eric as many seniors as qualify may reMaurer, Clark Sawyer.
ceive the white sweater with the garPresentation of Class Gift: Charles net li. Requirements are a scholarship
Alexander.
average equivalent to the old 75 per
Pipe Oration: Max Eaton, William cent, posture of B, sportsmanship,
Seeckts.
ability, interest, and number of pracClass Ode: John Smith, John Skel- tices attended in WAA sports.
ton.
There are no freshman awards at
Class Oration: John Bartlett, John tTiis time, but ten sophomores and as
Leard.
many others as qualify may earn
Class Marshal: Charles Cooke, Al- their numerals. These are given only
bin Hagstrom.
after one year of training and are
based on ability, effort, number of
WAA practices attended, attitude, and
general interest in WAA projects.

Dorman Reveals
Stu.C. Candidates
Veterans Run for Offices Again
on Preliminary Ballot for Men's
Governing Body

An n
° ginal address of not more
an
"M words in length on any
ay
Whatsoever must be entered
Ber]t°|testants- II is advisable, Prof.
% ** *arned, to emphasize the
H14 (v°nnection between the subject
The 'Ves °* tne hearers.
"■aiusc "te8tants will read from their
°e Jiau .K* in the try-outs which will
he Little Theatre in early
^'lnta ."le successful candidates
""em,
°rize their speeches for the
*ntati0n
21.
on the evening of April
The
Prizes
"5 for"^8 Pf ?25 for first P,ace and
■Pring v °n<l place were won last
"thy Kenn Ul Stewal* '38 3Lnd Dory
lte
tfctea
s ftor tn"» respectively. Cana
ould
h
get f e 1938 competition
t~~~—
^°f. R0.1 . rther particulars from
'"nan.
April
"as been set as the tentathe next Men 8
*" PlannM\by
' "Smokthe
■"ittee
Chase Hall Com-

Awards for those who have taken
four years of training will be given
at this time instead of at Playday, as
has been done in the past.
Those wishing to have guests at the
Demonstration must give their name
and address to the department heads
in order'that tickets may be directed.
The seating capacity is limited, but
one ticket is available for each participant and those who do not wish
to use theirs may give them to anyone who wishes an extra one.

Candidates for the 1938-9 Student
Council were announced this morning
by Barclay Dorman '38, chairman of
the Student Council nominating committee, after the list had met with
the approval, last night, of the Faculty Committee on Nominations, comprised of Harry W. Rowe, Profs.
George E. Ramsdell, Brooks Quimby,
and Leslie Spinks.
The nominating committee, composed of Dorman, chairman, Fred
Clough '39, Donald Bridges '39, Frank
Coffin '40, Donald Maggs '40, John
Haskell '41, and Orrin Snow '41, drew
up the list Monday night after having been voted to the duty in the
Monday morning elections.
The total number of candidates to
be placed on the All-College ballot
for the March 21 election will be Dear Grosvenor:
reached when the three underclasses
Congratulations to you and your
cut down their candidates to one for players on a splendid performance of
each position in the primary vote "The Rivals". How much more lively
(Continued on P*«* Four!
the play is on the stage than in the
class room; somehow "scholarly" discussions of characterization, setting,
plot destroy the spirit of delightful
satire that Sheridan—and you—catch
in the theatre. You put on a show;
we, alas, have to think of blue books
and "vicarious ' experience" as a
"preparation for life". You have most
audible proof that the 4-A performance was literally a howling success.
How will you swap places?
Chase Hall will become "Ye Old
Don't you marvel at the perennial
Batesonian Inn", Saturday n'ght, freshness of Mrs. Malaprop's perwhen the sophomores take it over for verse "howlers"? For the life of me,
I can't see why Mrs. Fiske in her rethe annual Soph Hop.
The Broggi-Firth orchestra will vival of the play a few years back
supply the musical dishes on the nov- thought it necessary to add more malel dance menu and a well-spiced diet apropisms. You must have been dewill be offered. If we may use the lighted with the way Charlotte put
words of flowery committee-member across Mrs. M.'s "nice derangement
Van Sands, "This dance menu will be of epitaphs". And her "putrefaction"
as satisfying to the soul, as steak in the epilogue! By the way, that
and onions is to my stomach. - ■ was a delightful "finis" that Jefferson wrote; so glad that you used it.
which is plenty satisfying."
Another innovation that you fortuDr. and Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray,
nately
avoided was the elimination of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe,
and Professor and Mrs. Samuel the Faulkland-Julia story. When
Roger gave a soulful sigh" from the
Harms will be guests.
depth of his being (and that is "some
The chaperones will be Mr. and
sigh") he made of Faulkland just the
Mrs. C. Ray Thompson and Mr. and
burlesque of the sentimental hero that
Mrs. Leslie Spinks.
Sheridan intended. How did Julia
manage to keep her face straight?
Dr. Edwin Wright, head of the
Do you know, one of the best feaEnglish department, journeyed to
tures of your skilful direction is the
Waterville yesterday afternoon to adcareful attention that you give to
dress the Waterville Women's Club.
minor parts: their diction, make-up,
Dr. Wright discussed the various
their stage business. Surely Henry
phases of literature.

B. C. A. Banquet
To Be Held Thurs.
Dr.

Sawyer,

of

Colby

Junior

College, to be Guest Speaker;
Musical Program
Dr. H. Leslie Sawyer president of
Colby Junior College in New London,
N. H., who is to speak, is reported
by those who have been to his school
as one of the most vital speakers in
this section of the country. B. C. A.
is fortunate to have him as a guest
speaker for the banquet tomorrow
evening at 6:15. There will also be a
very fine musical program along with
this banquet.
The guests are to be Dr. and Mrs.
H. Leslie Sawyer, Dr. and Mrs. Clifton Gray, Dr. and Mrs. Zerby, Prof,
and Mrs. Chase, Dr. and Mrs. Mabee,
Dean Clark, Gordon Williams, and
David Howe.
The committee in charge of this
banquet is Eleanor Purkis '38, chairman, Dorothy Pampel '40, Hazel Turner '40, Esther Strout '40, and Maizle
Joy '41.

Cheney's Skate
lo Lose Weight
Cheneyites took a page out of
the Hollywood book, and journeyed out to the Fairgrounds last
night to try to roller-skate away
the surplus avoirdupois (weight).
The lesson lasted from 7:30 to
10 o'clock.
No report has as yet been filed,
but the sight of a few limping
males around campus lends proof
to the story that the floor won.

Coeds Face Pembroke 4-A, Heelers Will Council Sponsors First
Tonight In Decision Give One-Act Play New England Prep
School League
Contest
Monday evening, March 14, a oneJACK, GOZONSKY
VARSITY TEAM

act play will be presented at an open
meeting of 4-A and Heelers.
In cooperation with the Social Justice Commission of C. A., a group of
Heelers will present the play "Hewers of Coal" by Joe Corrie. This play
won the prize in the British Drama
League Festival last year.
In two scenes, the play creates a
great deal of atmosphere in the short
playing-time of thirty minutes.
The cast of characters is:
Dick
Amos Cutter
Billie
Montrose Moses
Bob
Walden Irish
Peter
William Sutherland
Joe
Ralph Caswell
Pauline Chayer is c oaching the
play. There will be no admission
charge.

SIX SCHOOLS VIE
HhKL FRIDAY

The first Preparatory School DeLeague debating for the women afbating Tournament in New England
ter an absence which started in 1930,
will be held on campus next Friday,
returns to campus in the Little Theawith six schools sending representatre at 8 this evening when Grace Jack
tives.
'38 and Mary Gozonsky '40 favor the
negative of Ithe subject: Resolved,
The schools, M. C. I., Cushing, New
that the several states should adopt
Hampton, Hebron, Coburn, and Wora system of unicameralism, against
cester Academy, will send both afPhyllis Mahler and Marie Coogan of
firmative and negative teams to disPembroke.
cuss the subject: Resolved, That the
several states should adopt a system
This debate, which will be held in
of unicameralism.
the Oregon system, is likewise the
first decision debate for women in
This tournament will be conducted
two or three years.
in much the same way as are the
Maine and New Hampshire high
The present position of Bates and
E'embroke in the league emphasizes
school tournaments. At 3:00 p. m.,
Friday, there will be a meeting of
the importance of this debate.
the coaches in the Music Room in
Dean Hazel Clark will act as chairChase Hall. At 4:00, all coaches, deman, and the judges will be Principal
baters, and judges will meet in the
Everett Smith of Leavitt Institute,
J. Weston Walsh of Portland High Members Chosen to College Club, assembly room at Chase Hall, where
all instructions will be given. DirectSchool, and Miss Lucia Cormier of
Bates Key, Phi Beta Kappa \\ ill
ly following this meeting the various
Stephens High School, Rumford.
be Read in Chapel
chairmen will take the teams to the
rooms where the six debates will be
Although the date has not been set held simultaneously.
for Honors Day, it will come someScholarship it Best Spe-ker
time before recess for Spring vacaThe second round of debates will be
tion, as announced by Dr. Walter
l^awrance, chairman of the Honors held at 7:30 p. m., after which the
The final positions necessary to committee. At this time elections to decisions will be announced. In case
complete the "Buffoon" board of Phi Beta Kappa, Bates Key, College of a tie, there will be a debate at
1938-9 were filled by the appoint- Club, and the second semester Dean's 9:00, Saturday morning.
ments announced by Editor Edward list will be read.
The winning team will receive a
Stanley '39, yesterday afternoon.
The College Club, a graduate or- handsome championship cut, and the
Mark Lelyveld '40 occupies the post ganization established in 1891, has as best speaker will be awarded a $100
of publishing manager and Raymond its purpose to render financial aid and scholarship.
Cool '40 assumes the duties of news other service to Bates students. Nine
Representatives of the various
editor, according to the appointments. men are chosen each year from the schools met and drew in the debating
Delbert Witty '40 is slated to be cir- senior class on the basis of character, room on Monday noon.
culation manager for the coming general accomplishments, and promThe schools, their numbers, and
year, and James SancTs '40 and Willis ise of loyal service to their Alma
their representatives are as follows:
Gould '40 will share the picture- Mater.
Maine Central Institute, No. 1;
taking in their capacities of staff
The Bates Key, established in May Joseph Canavan '39
photographers.
11*36, is the alumnae service organizaCushing Academy, No. 2; Earl
tion corresponding to the College
Witty '41.
Club for men. The most outstanding
New Hampton School, No. 3; Donsenior women are chosen on the basis
ald
Casterline '38.
of scholarship, character, campus acWorcester Academy, No. 4; Wiltivity, leadership, loyalty to Bates,
and future promise. This organiza- liam Luukko '38.
Hebron Academy, No. 5; Edward
tion is intended to provide scholarship
and other financial aid and to send Howard '38.
key women into their local communiCoburn, No. 6.
ties and Bates alumnae groups.
Paul Stewart '38, president of the

Honor Elections
To Be Announced

"Buffoon" Board
Announces Staff

4-A Play "The Rivals" Receives
Professor's Vote Of Approval

Dr. Wright Commends PRAISES PLAYERS Lauds Play As Tribute
Fag to a tittle. Not once did he To Directors Vitality
Pi of. Robinson On was
step out of that role. But we could
say the same thing of David and
Recent Success
And Enthusiam

Junior Prize Speaking
Contest To Start Soon
o ^tion for the Junior Prize
j^K Contest, which will begin
ZJy^> after spring vacation,
^71 ^rt at once, Prof. Robert G.
r ln
j]] * >an of the English department,
J^rge 0f the contest, has an-

Tap And Modern Dancing
Stunts And Corrections
Are On Program

Warnings again for the harassed
freshmen!
Marks for the class of '41 are
due in the Registrar's office Friday, and the good or bad result
of approaching warm weather
should be made evident by the
little figures that go down in the
record book—never to be changed.
The long-awaited warnings are
due to reach the ill-fated ones
through campus mail a few days
after Fatal Friday.

"Firsts" Listed As Debates
Feature Campus Activities

Sophs Transform
Chase Into Inn

Thomas.
What a circus you and
Monty must have had in working out
his brilliant moment, fti a play as
full of puns as "The Rivals" it ought
to be legitimate to say that Lucy wae
certainly Smart in at least -three
, senses of that useful term.
And there are Sheridan's' two personified puns, OTrigger and Acres.
Sir Lucius was surely fixing for a
fight. (Isn't Owen's voice well fitted
to the Irish tang?) Why did you
take all the ground fro'm under
Acres ? Irving was spirited but not a
yokel thinly concealed behind affectations that were patently but imitations of city ways; skip that comment if it savors too much of the
class room.
We enjoyed your principals—no
matter how you spell them. Between
them, the tyrannical Sir Anthony and
the languishing Lydia had poor Jack
on the spot. Wasn't it difficult to make
the artificial involvements of the love
story seem at all natural? But then,
some of the pleasantest places in the
play were the most artificial, as when
the ladies ran off stage like a line of
penguins, or Sir Anthony and Mrs.
Malaprop lavished civilities on each
other.
Although Sheridan was ridiculing
sentimentality in this play, let's hope
that he wouldn't object to an honest
bit of true sentiment. Somehow this
performance of "The Rivals^' belongs
to you rather than to the spirited and
loyal students with whom you worked. How often we speak of your
youthful enthusiasms for so many
things, the stage, travel, people;
therefore this 1958 costume play is a
tribute to the perennial vitality not

The selection of outstanding varsity
debaters to Delta Sigma Rho, national honorary society, will also be
made during the ceremony. Prof.
only of the play but also of "Prof. Brooks Quimby, coach of debate, will
Rob." As Sir Luciug O'Trigger would announce the recipients of this honor.
say, "And that's no blarney".
Thanks for making "The Rivals"
so real.
Sincerely yours,
EDWIN M. WAIGHT.
P- S.—As a matter of record I am
By Prisciila Hall '40
enclosing the list of your "boys and
Although it is not "legitimately a
girls":
part of our college campus, the QualCast of Characters
ity Shop has become (especially
Sir Anthony Absolute,
within the last two years), practically
Donald S. Pomeroy '40
a college tradition. For many of those
Captain Jack Absolute,
unobliged to forsake Morpheus to atChristian K. Madison Jr." "39
tend the 7:40, the Quail, assumes the
Faulkland
Roger M. Jones '39
capacity of the family breakfast
Bob Acres
Irving Friedman '39
nook—where one can drift in late,
Sir Lucius OTrigger,
and eat as one pleases. One would alOwen Wheeler '40
most think that Great Britain could
Fag
Henry M. Farnum '39
pay us her total war debt in a comDavid
Ralph W. Child '40
paratively short space of time, were
Boy
Montrose Moses '41
she to donate gratis all the English
Thomas, the Coachman,
muffins consumed there!
Willis E. Gould Jr. '40
The hour of nine to ten in the eveMrs. Malaprop,
ning usually finds an exodus of those
Charlotte E. Corning '38
who are taking time out 01 a long
Lydia Languish,
evening of study; or those who are
Luella M. flanter '39 homeward bound from the early
Julia
Ruth WtCterhouse "38 movies. They say it's always fair
Lucy
Eleanor F. Smart '39 weather when good fellows get toProduction Staff
gether—and the Qual. is usually busy,
Co-stage Managers. Lewis S. Mills rain or shine.
Jr. '39 and Trenor F. Goodell Jr. *39.
And how obligingly the genial Gene
Assistants: James A. Dun lap '40 caters to our students. There are
and Ralph Caswell '41.
several concoctions named for camStage Electrician: Lewis S. Mills pus features. His latest is the OutJr. '39.
ing Club Log, which the members of
Properties: Roberta Smith ""39.
same club could not use for practiCostumes: Mary McKinney '38 and cal purposes of warmth, good as it is.
Bertha Feineman "39.
He even has stationery at special
Business Manager: Chester R."Par- rates for us. He does a lot of busiker '39.
ness by proxy, too. Often at about

Debating Council, will be chairman of
the tournament. Howard Becker '38
and Eugene Foster '39 will be in
charge of entertainment, and Henry
Farnum '39 will have charge of the
program and judg$es.

Romances Made And Broken
Over A Quality Shop Coke
9:30, the 'phone jangles, and Gene
grins at the crowd: "Anybody here
from Cheney House?" Somebody
wants some ice cream to give them
energy to keep the midnight oil burning.
If any fly that happened to be interested should take up a station on
the wall, he doubtless could buzz on
and on about lots of things that tho„e
people involved would rather not
have him buzz about! Why, there's a
rumor that back in the days of Pepys,
and before Gene had the partition removed that stood between booths and
tables—Sam an Til used tto lurk for
hours on end in the shelter of the corner booth and gleefully absorb lowspoken, discreet conversations which
often proved to be only too indiscreet.
Incidentally, Gene must need to be a
most tactful sort of gentleman. He
has seen Bates people come—and go
—with somebody new or somebody
old. Many a little drama has doubtless taken place over a coke. Now
and then you can see him slyly ribbing someone, often to their surprise,
and somewhat to their confusion.
All colleges have their so-called
"hangouts", where the gang can go
for an in-between snack. And as
hangouts go, our Qual. is pretty much
okay.
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Campus Camera

THE
BATES STUDENT

By Lea

By Helen Dickinson '38

PAUL
Editor

(TW.t-4121)

(STUDENT Office TeL 4490)

/

John E. Lewd "88

CTeL 8-3364)

Roland Haxtone '39

Departmental assistants: Science, John Kenney '39; Alumni, Robert Hulsizer '40; Debating, Paul Stewart '38. Reporters: Mark Lelyveld 40,
Ira Nahikian '40.
,
„
„. ,
Assistants: Russell Armstrong Jr. '41, Arthur Austin 41, Roger Bisbee
'41, Frank Brown '41, Brooks Hamilton '41, David Nichols 41, Leslie
Warren '41.

1.

x

(The Auburn New* TeL 8010)
1

Assistant: William Torrey '38. Staff: Leonard Jobrack '39, Donald WBto
'39, Lois Philbrick '39, Ruth Robbins '39, Robert Huknzer '40, Mane Dodge
'40, Pauline Chayer '40.
_ _
Ua
Assistants: Wilfred Howland '40, Brooks Hamilton '41, Frances Wallace 41,
Marjorie Moulton '41, Harold Goodspeed '40.
New. Editor

Statistics Hound Finds
Snow Comes In Cy<

.-^■1

.

**J

iPcAKS AhC-' vlUTTF-RS IN
FRFKH.H l/TON. ITALIAN. tisKMAN,
SPMMiSH. frNfeLlSH 'vND C-fcti-K /
Hfe .<. NiVi LEARNWG CHUMBe AT
mt f. OF IC.VA WHERE ME M-BtfS
Wlr SPfG.« Cl INK? TO REOUO rH£
AMOUNT i> -if STUTTtViMti

249 pennies in the West
phone box—maybe that blonde operator passed them as o. k., but the
phone officials are raising a scent
(and not a nickel in the house).

Just as the river bank becomes popular in the spring; or football heroes
flourish in the fall; or backs peel
with sunburn in the summer; so we
expect to ski, snowshoe, skate, and
make snow-men in the winter. Now
for years, people have been under the
illusion that winter existed with some
degree of severity, during the months
December through February. And although we realized that one can't
make snow vanish on the twentyeighth day of February (twenty-ninth
in Leap Year), we did have an idea
that no self-respecting snow would
stay on the ground after March 1, at
least.
But today, it seems, everything has
changed and all of our geology
knowledge has gone hay-wire. There
are crocuses blooming in January and
bob-sled races in March; a green
Christmas and a white St. Patrick's
Day; an outdoor picnic in winter and
a snow carnival in spring. No wonder Mrs. F.D.R. writes a book calle'S,
"This Troubled World"—topsy-turvy,
we'd call it.

Fisher's little black book, we tind
within our limited recollectioft^n
we had 133.U0 inches of snow in
iston; in 192t>, we had lly.Bo i
in 1931, 82.50 inches; and
we had 71.23 inches, Vesee
*
m.fr»
these representative figures
getting nowhere fast. But in ^.
ness, we must consider that u,
our ancestors in Lewiston h^
74.32 inches of snow; in (gn
was 56.30; and in 1895, only 4.
inches fell for the entire year

Runs in Cycles
The way this is all explains ,1
the benefit of those who are
questioning their sanity, is by •£
of cycles. Every eleven years, j(
And talking of blondes, didya see
Women.Editor
(ToL 8207)
M*rion Wetoch'38
total snowfall is averaged, oat
the
one
Orang
(utang)
Moser
had
up
Departmental assistants: Features, Helen Dickinson '38; Socfct* .*»*"*
see, that although one year hj.
Bennett '38; Exchanges, Mary Dale '38; From the News: Irene Lee 38, here during the week? The Mose put
a greater number of • 'liesofs
his gal-friend up in Frye Street
Reporters: Ruth Bobbins"», Lois Philbrick '39, Pauline Chayer '40, Caroline House, and then the shrewd lad went
the deficit is made up so fcju,
Hayden '40, Barbara Buker '39, Patricia Hall '39, Dorothy Collins 39.
eleven year cycles average up
around
asking
Frye
inmates
what
Assistants: Annetta Barrus '4i, Jean Blanchard '41, g*^J^S"**;
well.
Marjorie Moulton '41, Aino Puranen '41, Mary Jean Sealey '41, France. they thought of her; a nice way to
HA? BEEN
But in spite of charts, «
check up on how the heart-throb realWallace '41.
THE CAMPUS
ly acts when you're not around, Mose.
MAILMAN AT
maps, and tradition; we shall a
Sports Editor
(TeL 8-4121)
Samuel E. Leard '38
GETTYSBURG
our intuition and keep our ear
Reporters: George Lythcott '39, Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, How* • •
•
COLLEGE
and ski boots around until the 1
ard Kenney '40, John Wilson '40, Mark Lelyveld '40.
FOR OVER 35
.Still speaking of Mose's girl, at the
Assistants: Sumner Tapper '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, Clinton Forstrom '41.
flowers peep out of the grouni
YEARS '
GREEK LETTER STAMP
Maine track meet here, one of the
Dwight Quigley '41.
HE HA? WALKED'
CANCELuriOM USED
put off buying our Easter bonnets n
Seasons
Will
Not
Reverse
weight throwers was going through
IfcO.COO MILE-?
AT GREENCASTLEJND
AROUND THE
There are, however, some good old til Commencement (when we can
Business Manager
(TeL 2103-M)
Robert Chalmers '38
ON A it 1671 5TAMP
his actions when the weight broke and
CAMPUS/ .
substantial
statistics in the archives two birds with one stone). {■„,
35 pounds of lead sailed through the
AdTertising Manager
(TeL 8-3383)
Robert Rimmer '39
of the Geology Library which, if understand that in the last Qu
Department Assistants: Arthur Cummings '38, Oren Moser '39, John Nash air and struck the girl's leg. And she
studied, will try to reassure us that two years, 2641.85 inches of s
'39 Chester Parker '39, Raymond Cool '40, Richard Martin '40, James didn't even feel it! So watch out for
we cannot, as yet, reserve places at have fallen—and that is more
Peliicani '40, Robert Plaisted 40, Richard Raymond '40, George Russell '40, the kicking, Moe.
Harry Shepherd '40, Raymond Cool '40, George Russell '40, Stanley Austin
the Gaspe Peninsula for January and we would care to shovel any
•
•
•
'41, Francis Bernaeur '41, Warren Drury '41, Leo Mulhearn '41, George
at Daytona Beach for July—for the and if it doesn't come like w«H
By Irene Lee '36
Niece '41, David Nichols '41, Frederick Whitten '41.
Robert Taylor as a Yank at Oxford
seasons are not going to change about! haved snow in January, well jj
trained and equipped population is
had nothing on our own Sumner Party Politics
quite so rapidly. For, from Doc ! have to put up with it—even in J
"Haunt" Tapper. During the recent
The Republicans and Democrats not to be lightly disregarded.
NATIONAL. AOVIHTISINO »T
•
»
•
high school basketball tournament at have already begun campaign prepaiMiaiNiiD
CLUB NOTES
CALENDAR
National
Advertising
Service,
Inc.
the
Armory,
Tap
was
perched
in
the
Transit
Workers
Lose
Court Fight
rations for the November elections.
Published Wednesday during the college
Cillilt Pmithhtn Rlpriunlalif
Lewiston High cheering section witfc Since all members of the House of
The six B. M. T. subway workers
Phil-Hellenic
year by Students of Bates College.
420 MAOIBON AVI.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
three attractive lassies on each side Representatives and one-third of the who brought suit against the. trans- Wednesday, March 9—
. BOSTON - Lot »o»' "
The Phil-Hellenic Club held :
8 p. m. Varsity Debate vs. Pemof him—right at home in his element Senate will be elected, this campaign port company in protest against becial meeting, Tuesday night. Ml
broke; Little Theatre.
as a Garnet Varsity Man (all capi- promises to be both exciting and sig- ing made to join the company union,
Mrs. Frangedakis was the sp
nificant. The issues of national im- an affiliate of the CIO, and observe Thursday, March 10—
1937
Member
1938
Entered as second-class matter at the tals).
and Robert Fuller '39 was the prj
•
*
4
Post Office, Lewiston, Maine.
6:30 B. C. A. Banquet; Fiske Din- gram chairman.
portance before the country are ac- the closed shop, have lost their fight.
Pbjocicied GoOeftbte Proa
centuated when one realizes how con- The Supreme Court refused to review
ing Hall.
Off-Campus
And here's a nice meow for the boys
$2.50 per year
Subscription . . .
Di.irih.mc «f
the refusal of the New York Judges
The basement of Chase Hall
Friday, March 11
in advance
who ushered at the tournament—they fused and t6rn by dissention both
to debar such a restrictive measure.
8:40 Candidate elections for Class the scene of the meeting of the
did a fine job. Gorman enjoyed ush- major parties are.
There is a definite split in the Dem- Other rulings have also been passed
Campus men, Monday night, Mai
Offices; Chapel.
ering, and then went a step more and
ocratic
party. Senator Vandenburg to the advantage of labor: these back
New England Debating Tourna- 7, from 7 to 9. A business me
had a date with Jim Pellicani's high
picketing to force unionization and
ment; Campus Buildings.
was held in the first part of
school favorite while Jim was occu- of Michigan hopes to take advantage
company union dissolution.
of
the
anti-Roosevelt
faction
among
8 p. m. Pop Concert Presentation; ning for the purpose of nominala
pied with home talent. Tush, tush—
The question arises here as to whethe Democrats and incorporate it inWestbrook High School.
officers for the coming year,
When voters don't bother to go to original sources but rather depend but don't worry, coeds, the tournather the clause "due process of law"
to
a
new
party,
based
on
the
Repubment is over and no more will eds be
which the game rooms were at I
on hearsay and relayed propaganda to learn of the relative abilities of
and the personal liberty of the indi- Saturday, March 12—
attracted by the wiles of high school lican group.
disposal of the members.
New
England
Debating
TournaOn the other hand, Governor Aiken vidual to join any organization he
candidates lor office, a political unit may be, and often is, suffering from freshmen (ouch).
Camera Club
ment;
Campus
Buildings.
wishes,
has
been
violated
summarily.
of Vermont decries the conservatism
•
•
•
suffrage. Is our campus?
A meeting of the Camera Ci
1:30 Track, Freshmen vs. Sophoof the Republican party and urges a On the other hand, we must face the
held
in Carnegie Hall, Tuesc
mores;
Cage.
Omee King's kid sister, cheer lead- progressive program similar to ffw the realization that social progress
ning. March 8, at 7:00. Dr. Ml
7:30 Soph Hop; Chase Hall.
er for Morse High, visited her big New Deal. Governor McNutt of the must be made at the expense of too
In the nation, every voter obviously can't go to Franklin D. Roosecock gave a very interesting talk"j
handsome brother—and now all the Philippines is another contender to extreme individualism. Whether this Sunday, March 13—
"Seeing Solids".
velt and ask him Ins why's" and wherefore's or demand from him a justi- boys want Omee to invite them up to the presidency in 15)40, if the recent case can be so termed is a debatable
4 p. m. Student (Jovernment Tea
Politics Club
fanfarade accompanying his return to issue.
Rand Hall.
fication of the Xew Deal or any of the F. D. R. alphabetical agencies. Bath (not hinting, me).
The Politics Club held a meet
•
• •
the States is any indication. ObserThe Democrats have publicity agents for that. Counteracting them are
the
Little Theatre, Tuesday ev&Q
Scoop Wass back on campus—the vers predict that he will be one to Niemoeller Case
March
8. Mr. Donald Webber.
WEEK
IN
CHAPEL
the Republican ballyhooers. Selecting from these are, we hope, the AmeriHitler's militant opposition to the
likeable class of '40 lad dropped out reckon with.
Auburn attorney, spoke to the 1
•
•
•
church
is
reflected
in
the
recent
trial
lcan voters.
to enter the big, cruel world, and he's
on the "Wagner Labor Bill"
of Reverend Martin Niomoeller, acdoing all right with Swift & Co., meat Paciiic Floods
Wednesday: "There are four stand- Mazzarella '39 and Bertha Feineu
packers. Weren't looking for a couThe recent floods on the west coast cused of sedition and other charges. ards for the evaluation of college ac'39 gave five-minut* talks OE
Here on campus, however, candidates for office will probably not ple of ham around here, were you, have brought death and destruction to Niemoeller has been one of the most
s
tivities: they should provide opportu- rent events.
have their organized agents. Instead, the candidates themselves are close Scoop ?
many and once again proves man's outspoken leaders against the Nazi nity for enjoyment; they must have a
Spofford Club
impotence to control the elements. regime and has voiced his feelings well-defined objective; must render a
•
•
•
enough to the electorate so the voters should have no trouble in knowing
Spofford Club met at the home 1
in
face
of
threats.
These
threats
1
New rains have been predicted to furservice to the college community ; and
,Ian
And big Bullock picking on a little
their capabilities.
ther complicate the problem of reha- culminated in a trial which was should relate themselves to the edu- Dr. Wright, Tuesday even'np. - j
mouse. The bully had the cute little
8,
at
7:00.
Professor
Crafts
presei
|
marked
by
its
illiberality.
bilitation and relief.
cational ideals of this college."—Mr.
rodent tied by the tail and actually
Despite
the
fact
that
the
court
fored
a
musical
program.
•
»
»
Harry Rowe, Assistant to the PresiIt is a shame, however, that more students don't go to headquarters led it around on a leash. Parker boys
mally sentenced Herr Niemoeller to
dent.
wanted to bring it over to Frye Conant Urges Student Shake up
to find out the motives lor actions which, to the casual on-looker, may
President Conant of Harvard Uni- seven months' imprisonment which
Street in return for a pet turtle that
Thursday: "Would it not be a worwas fulfilled during the pastor's last
appear strange if not mystified. Often one can hear the college criticized they once had to care for for the gels versity suggests that half of those in
thy experiment if all of us tried our
eight
months'
incarceration,
he
was
college now be ousted to make way
for the way this is done or the way that is done. The marking system over there—but it was no soap, Procrearrested and sent to a secret police honest best to live up to the simple,
is for
tor Pussy said nix (a pussy not want- for talented youth from the lower cell. The opposition of the religious but very direct and intelligent ten-its
revision, for instance, is still the focus of a good deal of campus criti- ing a mouse? Bynby, us cats won't classes. Most of those in institutions
world to Hitler's policy has doubtless of Scouting?"—Dr. William Sawyer.
BATES STUDENTS
cism. The motives lor the original change from the numerical average want to cat-call). Eddy B. finally lost of higher learning come from com- influenced the reluctance of Germany Professor of Botany.
paratively
well-to-do
families,
but
do
the mouse when he set it in some
system were explained in the STUDENT. Sometimes, however, the STUnot necessarily represent the cream to inflict more severe measures on
Saturday: "Some pipes in 'he orwater to swim—and it didn't.
DENT can't get the details, because some one may be afraid to see his
of intelligence. Conant feels that the Niemoeller.
gan are like some of our chapel
•
• •
» • *
$2,000 class in which some 80 per
speakers—vibrant outside and quite
name together with a statement in print. Then it is up to the members
DottJe Adler's kid brother played cent of the country's families are, Red Purge
hollow inside. A new organ will be I
COMPANY
of the student body to try to find out for themselves the why of this and for Sanford High at the Armory, and can supply superior men and women | The Soviet is again trying a numable to overcome a great many of
he wasn't too bad at that. Introduce for an education, which would be ber of its leaders on the charge (to
the wherefore of that.
these difficulties. As long as we have I 95-99 Main St.
him to some coeds, Dot, and get him largely financed by the public in gen- which guilt has already been confesscompulsory chapel the organ will play
to come here next year.
ed) of treason. Perhaps the world a vital part in the service."—Dr. Karl
eral.
The STUDENT itself furnishes two good examples of the value of
Conant's statement has much meat may wonder at this display of court Woodcock, Professor of Physics.
And so we curl up for a nap—giv- for thought in it. How it would af- routine where formerly indiscriminate
"going to headquarters". On the lookout for eiditorials which may exing a long purr for that Thompson j feet the future of the world, if car- purging was the rule.
press the majority of student opinion, we have several times gone to the boy, who sure knows how to help his ried through, is naturally difficult to
Stalin evidently feels that the RusCOLLEGE STREET
197 MAIN ST.
sians
must
be
convinced
of
their
espredict; but the possibility of a better
administration or the athletic department ready to get the background dad be a breadwinner.
sential unity. This can be accomOUR ATM IS TO SAM
for a constructively critical editorial explaining the undergraduate views
plished by making them feel that their
We like, however, the same as anyone else, the chance to justify
All
Kinds
of
Shoe
Repairing
internal enemies (Trotjkyites) are
on action taken against students. In each case we have returned to the
WITH OUR QUALITY J^rf
our actions, not indirectly through alleged "authorities" or students who broken, so that the solidarity of
typewriter with the realization that the person we had previously ac67 College St.
Lewiston, Me.
say, "Sure, I know all about that; here's the story . . . ", but directly, thought may be turned towards faccepted as an "authority" on the complaint, had not himself bothered to
ing the enemies outside the wall.
TYPEWRITERS
from us to you.
get to the root of the matter; and also we have been impressed by the
Fred L. Tower Companies
STANDARDS and TO«W
"MIRROR" PICTURE SCHEDULE
For Sale and To Let
fact that the faculty is to us like rock is to sand. Students come and go,
Quality PRINTING Service
For Used Machines and ReP*"
All of this leads us to believe that the student body is suffering from
see i fragment of the college's history; faculty men stay longer, realize
Not just ink on paper
See Sam Burston
^
Thursday—
T
the implications of a Bates-Bowdoin scuffle or of keeping someone in suffrage. This college is a democratic institution with student governVarsity Club
77
College
St.
<£
.
165 Middle St.
Portland, Me
JOHN G. WEST J
Honors Candidates
college who, although the students may not appreciate it, no longer be- ments whose officers are elected by the students. Yet, the students for
Tel. 2326
"3 **^
Friday—
the most part do not seem to realize that they can, if they only would,
longs here.
Student Government
find out^for themselves who are the best fitted candidates, or, in the genStudent Council
Saturday—
The other case in point is our being under student fire recently in eral course of things, why this action or that action was taken by the ad1:00 Garnet Basketball
connection with two emergency promotions made on the STUDENT staff. ministration, the editor of the STUDENT, the Student Council president,
1:15 Garnet Volleyball
INC.
We hear all kinds of rumors about what students think of us—students, or some other undergraduate in a position to make decisions. Sucfi is
1:30 Garnet Field Hockey
193 MIDDLE STREE1
1:45 Black Basketball
for the most part, who know little or nothing about what cooperation, the right of a member of a democratic society. Such is the only course
SHIRT WORK A
2:00 Black Volleyball
which
justifies
both
attacker
and
attacked.
knowledge, and work is required for every issue of this publication.
SPECIALTY
2:15 Black Field Hockey
After nearly two years behind the editor's desk, we are used to fnis and
2:30 Women's Tennis
AGENT
2:45 Women's Archery
It really seems as though Bates has had too many onlookers and
try to fool ourselves into thinking we no longer mind. Our situation is
ROY HABEBLAND
Corner College and Sabattns Sts.
Monday—
8 West Parker
justified, we are certain. Furthermore, it is understood by the student casual bellyachers. We hope that the coming nominations and elections
WASHING and GREASING
Freshman C. A Cabinet
will prove that such is not to be the case in the future.
C. A Cabinet
whom many unknowing ones seem to feel was slighted.
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tfoodbury, Kenney Lead Hoopsters In Seasonal Scoring
(jorman, Stover
/iso Near Top

Cool Substitutes
For Paul Junior
Raymond "Rabbit" Cool '40,
terror of the Parkers, extended
his territory to the armory last
Saturday when he frightened the
wits out of a slightly inebriated
Cheverus rooter.

Maine Takes
Track Meet

SPORT SHOTS
By Leonard Jobrack '39
HONORABLE MENTION for the
best coaching job of the year goes to
Kd Roundy of Colby whose first year
club not only snared the State title
but also won eight games out of 15
against some of the best teams in
New England.

A surprising first in the 300 yard
by Bill Luukko over Maine's Sid Hurwitz was the chief Bates feature of
the meet Saturday night which Maine
took, 75-42.
In the afternoon the
The lad from Cheverus, a pro
group from Orono swept through the
fighter, was taken a bit off bal..
Bv Sumner Tapper '40
neld events to gather in a 25-11 lead
ance when the "Rabbit" told him
The Mules were truly the Cinderella
\Voodbury led all varsity baswhich was never threatened, as they team of the State. The Colby AA apthat he was Paul Junior. EyeJ*>
scoring
during
the
,1 men '"
took all but two firsts in the running
ing the terrible Cool fearfully, he
propriation for the court team was
W»
t hni sued, as revealed by a
events held in the evening.
moved over a few seats.
mP'
only one-third as large as Bates' and
*"*. 0f the records. Tallying 43
Bill Luukko was the high scorer for as a result, Roundy only had one set
(i iy foul sn ts f r a
the Garnet with the first in the 300, of uniforms for his entire squad, no
, d W5 points the Bates coa second in the broad jump, and a training meals for any of the games,
a margin
nd center had
third in the 45 yard high hurdles. and only a makeshift floor in the cage
ir double the score of his nearWin Keck was the only other Bates to practice on. Colby actually won
a*
man to take a first as he outsprinted those cnampionship games on baked
J .-ft*1*o tie Kenney, Bates' flashy guard,
Atwood of Maine and Bussey of Bates bean suppers while Maine and Bates
. neSt in scoring with 56 points, Amherst, New Hampshire Share
who finished second and third respec- were weighted down by specially preHonors; Burrill Only State
JiiW °" •i|'s nee's came tne frosh
tively in the 40 yard dash.
pared sirloin steaks and lamb chops.
j, H»rr>' Gorman, with 48 points
Hurwitz Takes Lythcott
Series Player Chosen
And incidentally, Roundy issued a
. -unes. The latter was followThe expected battle in the 600 took statement to the press isaying that
\ ky "Vic" Stover and Bill Crosby
Two players from Amherst, 2 from place with Hurwitz of Maine and Bates was the fastest and best shootA totals o* 81 and 28 points, rethe University of New Hampshire, Lythcott of Bates as the contenders. ing club that Colby played this year,
SD«tively.
The Bates sprint star took the lead at not excluding Boston University,
»oodbury led in both field goals and 1 from Colby were picked on the the start, but a final half lap sprint
Worcester Tech, Amherst, Tufts, and
„d foul shots, tossing in 43 of the .bates all-opponent basketball team by Hurwitz carried the Maine chamNew Hampshire.
during
a
recent
poll
of
Garnet
playj^ner and 19 of the latter. He was
pion home the winner in the fast
•
•
•
ers,
conducted
by
Co-captains
Johnny
fallowed by Kenney in both departtime of 1.17 1-5. Bouchard of Maine
Woodbury
and
Bill
Crosby.
THE
SOUTHWESTERN Maine
jents. Howie tossed in 21 baskets
ran third in this event.
The outstanding player of the team
High School Tourney has not been ofjjd 14 free shots. Gorman was third
The Bates distance men were beaten
in field F>*ls w'tn 2C two-pointers, was Buzz Burrill, Colby star, who led decisively for the first time this sea- ficially run by Bates since 1935, but
rhile he was tiea witn Bil1 Crosby the state players in scoring. Other son. Haggett of Maine took the 1000 there was, as usual, a decided Garnet
j, wnvertinir eight successful "gift" Maine hoopsters who were mentioned yard run as Al Roljins and Charlie tinge to the Armory affair Friday and
Saturday. Most of the ushering staff,
were Bob Burgo'in and Dana Drew,
shots apiece.
Crooker battled it out for second and
as well as the official scorers and
forwards,
Joe
Hamlin,
guard,
all
of
Woodburv's Scoring Average High
third places, respectively. Dana WalSince not every member of the Maine, and Vic Malins, Colby center. lace, with a victory in the mile in timers, were Bates athletes. And
Special admiration was voiced for reach, fell while making a turn, but there were plenty of Bobcat rooters
squad played in every game, the best
cheering for their old alma maters
fay of determining the total scores the tall players from New Hampshire continued on to finish only two sectoo. But only Johnny Woodbury was
and
Amherst
as
well
»s
Northeastias to figure on the average-peronds behind Don Smith of Maine who
happy Saturday night after South
game basis. Here again Woodbury em's famed sophomores, Gurney, was clocked at 4.33 3-5
Foster of
leads with an average of 11.6 per natch, Labowitz, and Toucci.
Bates came home in third position. In
The team chosen:
game. However,
Harry
Gorman
the two mile run Hunntwell of Maine
Hansen (New Hampshire) turned in the fastest time seen in the
moves up to second place with an LF ..
Burrill (Colby) cage this year with a 10 minute flat
average of 8 points per game, with RF
Keesey (Amherst) clocking. Almost a lap behind came
Howie Kenney dropping to third with C
Schweizer (Amherst) Wallace and Shepherd to give Bates Coach Morey's Garnet Club Looms
62. Right on Howie's tail comes the RG
Webb (New Hampshire) the other two places in this event.
other member of the freshman "line", LG
As Strong Contender for State
All Belliveau who "averagingly"
Mai Holmes [forced Hardison of
Series' Crown
tossed in six points a game.
for fourth with 28 points apiece. In- Maine to a new cage record in the
In nine games the Bates varsity cidentally, here is an interesting fact pole vault, as he kept with him up to
After a fairly successful baseball
basketball team tossed in 145 goals for you superstitious fans. Howie the 12-foot mark. Hardison finally
season in 1937, there has been a great
isd 76 foul shots for a total of 366 Kenney, who wore number 7 jersey a.l finished at 12 feet 3 2-7 inches, the
deal of talk about a championship
.eir opponents, collectively, season, scored 7 points fan each one new record, while Holmes' leap of. 12
team for this coming spring. This
of
the
State
Series
games.
feet
was
the
best
he
has
turned
in
scored 396 points. A record of three
talk was based on the fact that AusFreshman Gorman Among Leader- competitively this year.
wisacd six losses may not seem so
tin Briggs '39 and Bob Malone '39,
Pale Blue Sweep Discus
~te.:;, but when we realize that
The only other Bates player to
the Garnet's two dependable hurlers,
In the weight events Russell and
tosWdats averaged 40.6 points per break into the first ten scorers was
will again be on the mound for Coach
nat^fe holding their opponents Harry Gorman, who tallied 24 points Kilgore placed second and third in Morey and also on the fact that such
the shot put, while Roy Briggs took
to an avenge of 44 points per game, in the only two games he played.
mainstays as Stan Bergeron '39 at
«re can see how close the fighting
A "high scoring" State Series team a second in the 35 pound weight with first, Norm Tardiff '40, at second.
baskefens really came to winning a would have Bourgoin and Burrill, for- Connon getting the last place. Maine Hasty Thompson '40 at third, and
majority of their games.
warUs, Woodbury, center, and Ken- took all other places in addition to Cotton Hutchinson '38 behind the
sweeping the discus throw. McCarthy plate, will be back and ready to go
Captain Kurrill of Colby, one of the ney and Hamlin, guards.
of Maine took firsts in both the high again.
Prime factors in Bates' defeat at WaMaine scored the most points in setem'lle a week ago Saturday, led the ries competition with 176. Colby fol- and broad jumps and a second in the
With the freshman Artie Belliveau
Slate Series scoring with 49 points. lowed with 110 and Bates was last 45 yard high hurdles, to carry off to plug up the short-stop opening
Close behind came "Junior" Wood- with 160. Maine also led with an high scoring honors for the day. His and freshman Dick Thompson to bol'"fy with 47.
A Maine forward, average of 44 points per game, with fellow teammate Dyer, with firsts in ster the outfield forces, the Bobcat
^"foin. ended up third with 35 the State champs second with 42.5, both the shot put and discus, was stock has risen considerably and the
fe. while Kenney of Bates, Web- and Bates again brought up the rear second highest scorer for the blue talk of Bates' first diamond title has
from Orono,
*• "Maine, and Spina of Colby tied with 40 points per game.
reached a high pitchThe largest crowd of the year turnColby had the least points scored ed out to watch the meet, the last
Battery practice has been going on
on them, 160, or an average of 40 per intercollegiate competition for the in- for nearly two weeks now. In addiDROP INTO
tion to Malone and Briggs, the pitchgame. Maine was second with 172 door squad his season.
ing staff includes Charley Cooke '38,
or 43 points per §ame, while Bates
The summary:
Ted Nowak '38, Jack Wilson '40,
made a close third with 174 points
Varsity Summary
"Tiny" Boothby '41, and Clint Forscored
against
them
or
an
average
of
40
yard
dash—1,
Keck,
B;
2,
AtFeaturing
wood, M; 3, Bussey, Bates. Time: strom '41.
The catchers, besides
43.5 points per game.
Hamburg Sandwiches
Hutchinson,
are
Mike McDonough "38,
4
4-5.
Bates Var-'ty Individual Scoring
45 yard high hurdles—1, Higgins,
J* Do«» and Toasted Sandwiches
Jim O'Sullivan '41, George Neice '41,
Name
Pus.
Games
1
M;
2,
McCarthy,
M;
3,
Luukko,
B.
■* You Tried Our Silex Coffee 7
and Pappy Jameson '41.
43 19 105 Time: 6 2-5 sec.
Woodbury, c, f
9
_
U3 COLLEGE STREET
56
21 14
300 yd. dash—1, Luukko, B; 2, HurKenney, JJ
9
Reserve infielders are Art Wilder
48 witz, M; 3, Lythcott, B. Time: 34 3-5
6
8
20
3 minutes from Campos
Gorman, i
'39
and Harry Gorman '41 at second
31
5
13
0P«n7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
Stover, f, c
j>
28 5 600 yard run—1, Hurwitz, M; 2, and Brud Witty '41 and Bill Donnel8
10
Crosby, g, f
9
24 Lythcott, B; 3, Bouchard, M. Time: len '41 at third. The outfield, weak6
9
Belliveau, f
•
22
2
10
ened by the loss of Barney Marcus
Cool, c
»
20
4
1000 yard run—1, Haggett, M; 2, and Bill Dunlevy, will be picked from
Tardiff, f, g
»
12
4
Rollins, B; 3, Crooker, B. Time: 2.21 the following: Thompson '41, Bill
Briggs, g, c
6
2
Witty, g, c
5
3
1
"Mile run-1, Smith, M; 2, Wallace, Johnson '39, Vic Stover '40, Joe SimCanavan, f
•
4
2
monetti '40, Doc Healey '38, Roy
FOR
B:
3, Foster, B. Time: 4.33 3-5.
Wilder, g, C f • • • ■ •
2
0
Two mile run—1, Hunnewell, M; 2, Haberland '39, and Mike Buccigross
EDS AND CO-EDS
Nowak, f
*
2 Wallace, B; 3, Shepherd, B. Time:
0
C
Raftery, f
f
'41.
HASE HALL Hours: 9-12—1-6
1
1
Jobrack, f
«
MO
0 10 min.
0
Broad jump—1, McCarthy, M; 2,
Clough, f, g
3
0 Luukko, B; 3, L. Smith, M. Distance:
0
Dunlevy, g
*
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
0
0
2
Doyle, f, c
21
ft.
9
3-4
in.
0
INC
0
Morin, g
1
High jump—1, McCa^hy'„M.Ut:
0
0
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Haskell, g
1
Higgins, M; 3, Tabor, B. Height:
0
0
Delicious Ice Cream
O'Sullivan, c
1
6 ft. 11 in.
„. „
Lewiston Monumental Works
Leading
State
Series
Scorers
Pole vault—1, Hardison, M, 2,
Now Being Sold at Your
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Pts
Holmes, B; Leonard, M. Height: 12
Name
Team
FG I
"ATES COLLEGE STORE
Telephone
4631
R
49
ft. 3 3-4 in. Record.
Burrill, Cojby
20
47
Shot put-1, Dyer, M; 2, Russell
Woodbury, Bates
W
35 B; 3, Kilgore, B. Distance: 42 ft. 5
Bourgoin, Maine
»
28
Kenney, Bates
\°
28 ln35 pound weight-1, M~g££
You may order with
Webber, Maine
»
28 Briggs, B; 3, Connon, B. Distance.
Spina, Colby
**
27
Hamlin, Maine
«*
MAX EATON
24 48DUcus lhrow-1, Dyer•*{!ItMg
Lord, Maine
,°
24 son. M; 3, Kelley, M. Distance. 132
10
Gorman,
Bates
for
23
8
ft. 21 in.
Hopkins, Colby

jji Qjby Forward, Leads
V^oodbury In State
Scoring

TLois "»

°

Tapper Assists
In L.H.S. Cheers

°

Ccurtmen Select
A11-Opponent Team

Portland
final.

stopped
•

Lewiston High officials were today seriously considering a special award for Sumner Tapper '40
for his loyal service in the local
school's cheering section during
the
past Bates Tournament.
"Murphy", flanked by six coed
cheer leaders, was one of the
tourney features for Bates spectators.
Minor awards were also suggested for several B-sweatered
ushers who helped Tapper give
the same coeds something to
cheer about with dates after the
game.

Lewiston in the
•

•

FOOTBALL RELATIONS with the
University of New Hampshire will
again be broken off in 1939, according to the recently released Wildcat
acuedule. Tins last series of games
win consist of three contests, the last
01 which will be piayed at Lewiston
next tall ... A probable addition to
me tennis slate already published is a
match with Rhode Island State at
Lewiston, May 21st. Confirmation is
expected during the coming week . . .
Among the items to be discussed at
the Varsity Club meeting tonight will
be the appropriation of about a hundred dollars to furnish the training
room in the men's locker building.
Like the phantom Smith Dormitory,
the equipping of this room has always
been on the verge of being about . . .
The Clason Key will entertain the
Milton, Mass., High School track
team this week end. The team is
coached by Arnie Adams '33, who is
bringing his charges north to compete in the Bowdoin Interscholastics
. . . Johnny Woodbury averaged 11.67
points per game this season while
Colby's Burrill had 10.1. But Burrill
nipped the Bobcat center .by two
points in State series games . . .
There is a movement on foot to have
an annual Feb. 22nd basketball game
with Colby, so 'tis said . . . Sid Hurwitz' defeat at the hands of Bill
Luukko Saturday was his first in college dual competition—in his last indoor race.

Varsity Nine Shows Maine Seeks Aid
From Express Co.
Champion Material
The Maine track meet here last
Saturday was all to the benefit of
the dear old express company in
at least one way. When the Maine
team went home on the buses Saturday night, they left a 35-pound
weight here by mistake. Of
course, railway express was called, probably congratulated themselves that it was a 35-pound affair rather than a little 16-pound
shot or a lighter-than-that discus, and despatched it to Orono
in time for the next Maine meet,
this week end.
VARSITY TRACK SCHEDULE
One dual meet with the Mass.
Institute of Technology at Lewiston, May 7th, will feature the
varsity outdoor track schedule for
this spring.
The schedule follows:
Apr. 30—Interclass meet at Garcelon Field.
May 7—M. I. T. at Lewiston.
May 14—State Meet at Brun-wick.
May 21—New Englands at Durham, N. H.

'41 Tracksters
Lose, 59 - 49
Although the Bates freshmen came
out on the short end of a 59-49 score
against Maine's cubs, there was much
jubilation in the Garnet camp, for
rangy Dick Thompson had broken
two freshman records in one evening.
Thompson's first record-breaking
performance was in the 600, when
he raced the distance in 1.17 1-5 sec,
besting Arnie Adams' freshman time
by 3-5 of a second. He then came back
later to capture the 300 in 34 3-5
sec. to smash the record held jointly
by his teammate Joe Shannon and
Normie Dick N'40.
The Maine club got off to an early
lead in the weight events as their
freshman star, Bennett, scored three
firsts, and were never headed off.
Bates threatened their lead, however,
as Thompson, Shannon, and Quigley
swept the 300-yard run, in the final
event of the night.

Frosh Favored
In Meet Sat.
Coorssen, Thompson Lead
Team Against Sophs
Saturday
t*u by nigii-ocorer oeorge Coorsaeu, now suuei'iug iruui a KiaiMd
iimariiH itit.uu in uie iuaine uieei,
uiiu uxn. Aiiowpsun, wiiu WC two new
lUOOraa last ween, me iiesumau team
siiouiu iioae out u.e sopuouiuies led oy
oou-yaraer Lnaries crooner, in tne
ii'eaiunan-sopnomore meet in tne
>.»su baturoay at 2:UU p. m.
in the auu tne sopnomores will have
narry bnepnerd oauling witn tne
iresnuian trio ot ihowpson, anannon,
and yuigiey. it may oe a sweep lor
me iresiunen wnicn will mane up lor
tne heavy scoring by the sophomores
in the weights.
Tate Connon, John Hibbard, Buster
Kilgore, and Carl Andrews should
give the sophomores a lead of 20
points going into tne running events,
ihe pole vault snouid be one-two for
tne sophomores with Maggs and
riounes probably tieing ahead of
freshman Don Russell who picked up
a third place against Maine. Tne
oroau jump with ireshman Coorssen
and sophomore Royce Tabor snouid
end up with the bar at about 5 feet
10 inches. Tom O'Snaughnessy may
have the edges on Crooker in tne 1000
if Charlie is forced in the 600. Rollins may also figure in this race after
a win in the mile over Drury, Houston, Hanley and Pugsley of the freshmen. Dick Hoag of the freshmen may
get the third place in the IOOJ if
Crooker and Rollins don't double.

The dash should be a win for sophmore Lyn Bussey over Shannon and
Quigley of the freshmen. Mai Holmes,
sophomore pole vaulter, has qualified
in several varsity meets this winter
and may sneak in for the lone point.
This will be the last meet of the official track season with the baseball
team taking over control of the cage
Freshman Summary
35 pound weight—1, Bennett, M; 2, on Monday.
Bogdanowicz, B; 3, Tebbetts, B. DisRobertson, M; 3, Oakes, M. Distance:
tance: 45 ft. A new meet record.
Shot put—1, Bennett, M; 2, Booth- 20 ft. 6 in.
by, B; 3, Somes, M. Distance: 47 ft.
1000 yard run—1, Blaisdell, M; 2,
5 3-8 in.
O'Snaughnessy, B; 3, Meserve, M.
45 yard high hurdles—1, Coorssen, Time: 2 min. 26 4-5 sec. A new meet
B; 2, Cohen, M; 3, Oppenheim, M.
record.
Time: 6 2-5 sec. A new meet record.
300 yard run—1, Thompson, B; 2,
Mile run—1, Blaisdell, M; 2, Drury,
B; 3, Patterson, M. Time: 4 min. 45 Shannon, B; 3, Quigley, B. Time:
sec. A new meet record.
34 3-5 sec.
•10 yard dash—1, Shannon, B; 2, DaDiscus: 1, Bennett, M; 2, Somes,
silva, M; 3, Morrison, B. Time: 5 M; 3, Bogdanowicz, B. Distance: 127
sees.
Pole vault—1, Dexter, M; 2, Duffy,
THE BLUB LINE
M; 3, Russell, B. Height: 11 ft. A
LnrlitM - tmamtmrd - F"«r«lm*to»
new meet record.
LT. Lewiaton
600 yard run—1, Thompson1 B; 2,
7.45 am '10.00 am 1.45 pm 5.10 pm
Quigley, B; 3, Erlonbach, M. Time:
1 min. 17 1-5 sec. A new Bates fresh- LT. Rumford
man cage record.
7.35 am *9.50 am 1.35 pm 5.00 pm
High jump—1, Dexter, M; 2, Good- LT. Farmington
child, M; 3, Coorssen, B. Height: 5
7.33 am *9.48 am 1.33 pm 4.58 pm
ft. 9 3-4 in. A new meet record.
•Daily Except Sunday
Broad jump—1, Coorssen, B; 2,
This meet ends the indoor season
for the freshmen except for the sophomore meet Saturday. They boast of
three wins and one loss. Thornton
Academy, South Portland, and Colby
freshmen were taken into camp by
the frosh.

The Quality Shop

BILL

THE BARBER

HOOD'S

I

Corsages

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

Plo

*«B

Grown and Sold by

Saimders
8Main

St.

23 Lisbon St.

GEORGE A. ROSS

CORSAGES
for
SOPH HOP
Ann's
Flower
Shop

"The store of individual service"
ELM STREET
Bate* 19*4

MAX EATON, Agent
Telephone 827

H

-

EDS and CO-EDS ! GOING TO TOWN

If you are, before you go, consult this select list of Lewiston Merchants
who are prepared to serve you.
They know what the College Student
wants and go out of their way to meet his needs.
For Automobiles
Wade A Dunton
For Banks
First National Bank
Lewiston Trust Co.
For Clothing
Benoit's
Juddy"s
Peck's
Ward's
For Dinner Parties
Grant's
For Drug Stores
Anderson A Briggs
R. W. Clark
For Flowers
Ann's
Roak's
Saunders
For Gasoline
McKenney
Wade & Dunton
For Hang-Outs
College Pharmacy
Quality Shop
For Ice Cream
Hood's
Geo. Ross
For Jewelry
Barnstone £ Osgood
Day's Jewelry

YOU WANT QUALITY

For Laundry
Judkins
Norris-Hayden
For Leather Goods
Fogg Leather Co.
Peck's
Optical Service
Central Optical
For Printing
The Auburn News
Merrill & Webber Co.
Fred L. Tower Companie&
Tufts Bros.
For Restaurants
Hayes' Diner
Purity
For Shi
Cushco Shoe Store
Peck's

to
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Underclass Nominations
IN THE THEATRES

[Continued Irvta ¥*k.* OU«l

Vice-President:
Patricia Atwater
Joan Wells
(Catherine Gould
Secretary:
Carolyn Hayden
Bertha Bell
Hazel Turner
Treasurer:
Hamilton Dorman
Malcolm Holmes
Harry Shepherd
1941
President:
Arthur Belliveau
Ernest Oberst
Earl Witty
Vice-President:
Elizabeth Swann
Katherine DeLong
Katherine Winne
Secretary:
Elizabeth Brann
Dorothy Dole
Prances Wallace
Treasurer:
John Haskell
Harold Beattie
Richard Thompson

EMPIRE
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - March 10 11 12
William Powell in "The Baroness
and the Butler."
Mon. Tues. Wed. - March 14 15 16
Gladys Swarthout in "Romance
in the Dark".
AUBURN
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - March 10 11 12
"Penitentiary" with Walter Connolly.
Vaudeville.
Mon. Tues. Wed. - March 14 15 16
"A Slight Case of Murder" with
Edward G. Robinson.

SMART

CORSAGES
for the
SOPH HOP

Students seeking summer employment through the College Employment Service are requested to make
their applications early. In the past
the Service has been successful in
placing many students in summer
camps, hotels and restaurants, as
well as in positions of selling, delivering and sales work. It is necessary
to have applications early in order
that a survey of the jobs may be
made.
Harold C. Tipping of the General
Electric Company, will be on campus
Wednesday, March. 16, for the purpose of interviewing prospective students for the General Electric Training School. Group meetings will be
held at i) a. m. and 1:30 p. m. in the.
Music Room at Chase Hall.
Dr. Albert W. Frey and Dr. H. L.
Funkhouser, of the Tuck School of
Administration and Finance of Dartmouth College, will be on campus
Tuesday, March 15, to interview students with whom they have been corresponding or any who are interested in graduate school work. Interviews will be held in Chase Hall.

Dr. Amos Hovey Leads
Sunday Devotions

[GoutlniMd irom P»*» On«)

Friday morning in chapel. Eight survivors out of the 12 junior class candidates, six out of the "nine sophomore men, and three of the six freshmen will be listed in the finals.
The entire preliminary ballot is:
1939.
Stanley Bergeron
Donald Bridges
Austin Briggs
Joseph Canavan
David Howe
John Kenney
Robert Morris
Herbert Reiner
Kenneth Snowe
Edward Stanley
John White
Arthur Wilder
1940:
Frank Coffin
Hamilton Dorman
Malcolm Holmes
Donald Maggs
Richard Martin
Donald PometEUy
Allen Rollins
__
Harry Shepherd
Norman TarditT
1941:
Harry Gorman
John Haskell
Ernest Oberst
Donald Russell
Richard Thompson
Orrin Snow

The first of a series of First Aid
classes will be held Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Music Room
"Scholar, author, teacher, inter- in Chase Hall, under the direction of
ested in modern problems and in Cecil Lamb, of the Centra' Maine
young people"—thug did Dr. Hovey, Power Company. The second class Student Government
of the History Department and lead- will be held Thursday afternoon, folPlans Sunday Tea
er of the devotions at Sunday's Ves- lowing which the classes will be held
Student Government will sponsor a
per service, characterize the speaker, regularly on Monday and Thursday tea for the girls in Rand Hall, SunJohn C. Bennett, professor of Chris- afternoons. All men and women in- day, March 13, from 4:00 until 6:00.
tian Theology at Auburn Theological terested are invited to attend tha This will be a spring tea and the last
classes.
Seminary. New York.
one of the year. The guests will
include Mrs. Harms, Mrs. Crafts,
Mrs. Buschmann, Mrs. Gould, Mrs.
"Complete Banking Service"
Ramsdell, and Mrs. Kimball. Dorothy
Weeks '39 and Katherine Gould '40
are in charge of the arrangements.

Order from
Max Eaton '38

ROAK, Florist
Auburn Theatre Bldg.

Norris - Hayden
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

Employment Notes

Stu. C. Candidates

Lewiston Trust Co.

Tel. 2310

LEWISTON, MAINE

Chase Tourneys
Under Way
Finals Will be Played Off un
March 9; Doubles Added in
Bowling, Ping-Pong
Saturday, March 19, has been set as
the date for the finals of the second
Chase Hall Tournament of the year,
according to an announcement made
by the Chase Hall Committee. They
will be played off on the evening of
the Open House and "Joe College"
Dance, already set for that date.
The tournament includes matches in
pool, billiards, bowling, and pingpong. An addition has been made to
the list by arranging for doubles
matches in bowling and ping-pong.
Medals will be awarded to the winners of this series.
The winners of the first tournament, Howie Kenney '40, ping-pong;
Walt Lapen '4O, bowling; Sol Bunshaft '41, pool, will again be entered
and while their medals are not at
stake, their mythical titles are.
Dexter Pattison '40, Tom O'Shaughnessy '41, and Lionel Whiston '39 will
be remembered as the runners-up in
pool, bowling, and ping-pong, respectively, and should be in there giving
the champs tough competition.
The committee is also arranging for
a ladder tournament to follow this
one later on in the spring in which
the contestants will be seeded in the
various events. As in tennis, this
method may result in the number one
man being knocked off early in the
race and will tighten the opposition
all of the way.
George Russell '40 is in charge of
this competition and is being assisted
by the Chase Hall Committee of Howard Becker '38, Gordon Williams '38,
Kenneth Libby '39, Lawrence Gammon '39, and Fred Whitten '41.

DRUGGIST

GORDON WILLIAMS '38

GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

CORNER MAINJAND BATES STREETS
RELIABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS

PECKS

For the first time since he opened shop on campus in 1920, Bill
(the Barber) Renaud, tonsorial
artist de luxe (no adv.) has beet.
absent from his duties.

Be smart with clothes
money.

WEAR
CLASSICS

The door which leads to the
plush-bottomed chair was closed
Friday while Bill was home, suffering from an attack of acute
indigestion. But everything'! all
right now, and you may go in
once more and get your hair
combed, or finish that serial in
"Collier's".

The fashions that STAY 1
fashion.

Westbrook Scene Of
Pop Concert, Friday j
Friday evening the current edition
of the annual Pop Concert, under the
direction of Seldon T. Crafts, will be
presented at Westbrook, in the High
School gymnasium. This presentation
will be under the auspices of the
Parent-Teacher Association of that
city.
This production includes a half
hour of classical renditions by the
Orphic Society, followed by dancing
to the strains of the popular "Bobcats". During the intermission, the
Choral Society will present a floor
show.

CLASSIC
TAILORED
BLOUSE
Takes all honors as smart
sports and suit companions.

$2

We can show you a vanea

selection of
PRIZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADZES* SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAGS
Leather Bill Folds
Book rinds - CIOCKR

Tailored pure dye silk
blouses, indispensable in this
season of suits. Also claaic
vestee type blouses of rayon.
Lovely Spring flower colors.
Sizes 34 to 40.

Barnstone-Osgood

Call 4040
WATCHES — DIAMONDS
TEL. 125

For Real Courteous Taxi Serrial

JEWELRY

Lewiston, Maine

RADIOS — CAMERAS
Low Prices
..

N

JEWELERS
LEWISTON - MAINE

R. W. CLARK

Agent

Sickness Stops
Shearing Shop

—

Easy Payments

■

Day's Jewelry Store

.....

84 Lisbon Street

College

Pharmacy

r

.Fridayevery ?m * fU

PROTECT YOUR EYES

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.
E. L. VINING
Optometrist
Tel. 33*
199M«inSrree

tt

Lewiston, Me

send it to

Where The Bobccts Meet
TOASTED
HAMBURGS - HOT DOGS
CHICKEN ROLL
Largest and Rest
CHOCOLATE MILK
•">nce a Customer - Always »
Customer
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOl'VDEI
Telephone Sfi94
College and Sahattu" Streets

IWrjM'yK "i» be right (

We invite STUDENTS to take advantage of
Tel. 3820
OUR WINTER SPECIALS
Tel. $*>
A complete list of these money saving specials are shown in the
daily newspapers each Monday
Formerly L. O. Mercier, Inc.

A. S. Cummings, Mgr.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

getting and giving
more pleasure

hesterfield

\

. .youIIfind MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfields
milder better taste
Copyright 1938,

LIGGETT SI

Myt«s TOBACCO CO.

Rhapsody in Blue"—it's
Chesterfield Time—light up and
enjoy that refreshing mildness, that
Chesterfield better taste that
smokers like.
Chesterfields have the best ingredients a cigarette can have
—mild ripe tobaccos, homegrown and aromatic Turkish,
and pure cigarette paper. They
Satisfy.. . millions.

AUBURN

When The FORDS Roll By
Bates Campus
Think Of

WADE & DUNTON
MOTORS
And Tell Your Folks Of Our
Excellent Trade In Value

